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CDs stolen from WSU radio station
By HEATHER M.BISHARA
News Editor
Approximately 60 CDs roughly
valued at $800 have disappeared from
Wright State University's radio station, WWSU.
.
"AllofourCDsfromfrontrotation
were stolen between approximately
11 p.m. Saturday and late Sunday afternoon. I came in today and assumed
that the front rotation was pulled and
being replaced," said Dave Seaman,
General Manager of WWSU.
· "Sunday when I came in I noticed
they were missing but, I thought the
Music Director had taken them to
change the rotation," said Brian "Killa
Bee" Lowery, Program Director.

Front rotation CDs are primarily

kept in the on-air booth and are kept in
the booth basically for convenience
because they are played so much.
"Of the CDs stolen, there were
nine singles, and fifty full length ones.
Examples of the CDs stolen include,

By DAVID BIDDLE

Sports Editor

The Wright State men's basketball team was on top of the
world following their 89-74
victory over Cleveland State at
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if they are offered radio station CDs."
"Some places might buy the CDs
back and wipe off the marker that says
WWSU," said Lowery.
"At flea markets for sure people
could sell any of the CDs," said Tony
Wilson, WWSU Training Director.
"People could definitely get at least
~ two dollars for each of the CDs. With
~ 60 CDs, people could end up with
~ about$120."
Z According to Seaman, only the
radio station directors and a "hand full''
~ of staffmembers know the punch code
~ required to get into the radio station.
-&.
"We plan on changing the code for
From left to right,Dave Seaman, Brian Lowery and Tony Wilson.
the door and locking all of the CDs on
BarenakedLadiesandSunny Day Real CD stores' such as CD Connection, rotation up from this point on," said
Estate," said Seaman. "Only alterna- Second Time Around and Gem City Seaman.
tive music and RPM music, which is Jams, about the fact that the CDs have
"I'm mad about this. Somebody
industrial and techno music, were sto- been stolen.
stole and I really don't like it. Your
len."
"Used CD stores will not buy back parents teach you better. You come to
Areporthas been filed with WSU' s CDs unless they have the cover art; college with some sort of values," said
Department of Public Safety and the plus, all of our CDs are marked with Lowery.
station's Assistant Music Director, WWSU in marker," said Seaman.
Public Safety had no comment at
Jannice Larkin has notified local used ''Used CD stores should call the police this time about the investigation.
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Raiders beat CSU, lose to UDM Titans

Unexpected
matchup in Super
Bowl
p.11

Men's basketball
team beats Vikings,
loses to Titans

6

the Nutter Center on Saturday.
However, the Raiders knew
their post-game celebration
could not get out of control
because just around the corner
on Tuesday awaited the firstplace Detroit Titans.
As it turned out,
WSU gave Detroit
a good game, but
came up on the
wrong end of a 68-
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Wright State
Mens'
Basketball
players Kevin
Melson (to the
left) and
Marcus May
(far right) in
action against
Detroit on
Tues., Jan.19.
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Apathetic Raider
sports fans
p.12
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56 score.
The Raiders trailed by only

two (25-23) heading into half-

time, but the Titans showed,
when play resumed, why they
are considered the best the
MCC has to offer.
UDM came into the Nutter

Center ranked number two in

the nation in defense, allowing
only 52.8 ppg.

See "Hoops"
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How to keep celebrating the new year

Jan. 21:
Have a Happy

National Hugging Day

anyone who

A day to hug

$;

0

on p.ll

wi tet
you

Jan. 27:
Have a Merry

Thomas Crapper Day

Honors the

inventor of
the first flush
toilet
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STUDENT

Committee and Student Blee-

tions Commissioner, stated
that there has been a motion to
table a decision to require
freshman residents to park in
Lot 20.
According to
Lansdale, Lot 4 is being overflowed by Woods and Village
residents.
"There's definitely a legitimate problem with parking at
Wright State and the parking
committee needs to work
harder at working towards a
solution," said Lansdale. "My
proposal to have freshman
(residents) park at Lot 20 will
open up more spaces for commuters."
The Food Services Committee will hold a Food Services Forum in the Atrium of
the Student Union on Jan. 21
from 11 :30 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Members of the University
Dining Committee will speak
about the changes occurring

Wednesday, Jan.20
·A Life-Study of the book
of Hebrews,".a bible study
sponsored by Life and Truth,
at 12 p.m. in W025 Student
Union.

Equality meetings at 4 p.m. in
060 Rike Hall.

at 4 p.m. in Wl69C Student
Union.

by Campus Crusade for Christ,
at 12 p.m. in 125 Millett Hall.

• Campus Crusade for
Christ Primetime meeting at 6
p.m. in E163 Student Union.

GOVERNMENT

By

Michael D. Pitman

News Writer

The progression oflegal services and weather recommendations started out the Student
Government meeting last Fri-

day. ·

Jared Raftery, SG president,
stated the proposal for legal services for Wright State students
will be presented to the Executive Committee on Feb. 5. Legal services are for students
who are in need of legal counsel and may not be able to af-

• Noon Prayer, sponsored

• Asr Prayer, sponsored by
Muslim Student Union, at 3:30
p.m. to in Wl05A extension
from Student Union Dining
Room
• U AB general meeting at 4
p.m. in W028 Student Union.
• WWSU general meeting
at 5 p.m. in W025 Student
Union.
• Black Women Striving
Forward meeting at 5 p.m. in
E163A Student Union.
• Skiing Workshop, presented by Outdoor Recreation,
at 5:15 p.m. in 156B Student
Union.

• The movie, "Get Shorty,"
sponsored by UAB, at 7 p.m.
in the Rathskellar.
Thursday, Jan.21

#

ford an outside attorney.
Student Government representatives have brainstormed
for ideas and guidelines for
closing procedures for shutting
down the university.
"This is good dialogue of
how Wright State closes down,''
said Todd Koehn, SG vice
president. These guideJines
were presented to WSU's Executive Committee on Jan.
13.
Jason Lansdale, representa-

tive for the Parking Services

• Thursday Night Thing,
sponsored by Baptist Colle-

giate Ministries, at 7 p.m. in
001 Medical Sciences Building.
Friday, Jan.22

• Noon Prayer, sponsored
by Campus Crusade for Christ
at 12 p.m. in 125 Millett Hall.
• The Guardian general
meeting at 3 p.m. in W025 Student Union.
• Asr Prayer, sponsored by
Muslim Student Union, at 3:30
p.m. to in Wl05A extension
from Student Union Dining
Room
• Student Government
meeting at 5 p.m. in E157 Student Union.
• Continuing a life-study
of Samuel," a bible study
sponsored by Life and Truth,
at 7 p.m. in E 156A of the Student Union.

Saturday, Jan.23
• Morning Prayer, spon• Zeta Tau Alpha meeting
sored by Campus Crusade for
Christ, at 8:45 a.m. in the Bike
at 10 a.m. in W169C Student
Union.
Shop.
• Adapted Swim, sponsored
·Asr Prayer, sponsored by
by UAB, 3-5 p.m. in the StuMuslim Student Union, at 3:30
p.m. in W 105A extension from . dent Union pool.
Sunday, Jan.24
Student Union Dining Room.
• Phi Mu meeting at 3 p.m.
• Resident Community Association meeting from 3:30 in W169B Student Union.
• Delta Zeta meeting at 4
p.m. to 5:30 p.m. in W025 Stup.m. in E156C Student Union.
dent Union.
• Zeta Tau Alpha meeting
• Association for Women's

·Sigma Phi Epsilon meeting at 5 p.m. in E156A Stu-

dent Union.
• Delta Tau Delta meeting
at 5:30 p.m. in EI57 Student
Union.
• Phi Sigma Phi meeting
at 6 p.m. in E154 Student
Union.
• Beta Theta Pi meeting at
7 p.m. in E156B Student
Union.

Monday, Jan.25

• Noon Prayer, sponsored
by Campus Crusade for
Christ, at 12 p.m. in 125
Mi11ett Hall.
·Asr Prayer, sponsored by

Muslim Student Union, at
3:30 p.m. in W1O5A exten-

sion from Student Union Dining Room
• Black Student Union
general meeting at 4 p.m. in
E163A Student Union.
• Triumph meeting at 4
p.m. in W025 Student Union.
• Greek Affairs Council at
4 p.m. in WI69C Student
Union.
•President's Ambassadors
meeting at 4:30 p.m. in the
Faculty Dining Room.
• African American Residential Caucus meeting at 5
p.m.in E163B Student Union.
• Sports Club Council
meeting at 7 p.m. in W025
Student
• Phi Sigma Pi meeting at
7 p.m. in W169C Student

Union.'

in Allyn and Millett Halls.
Another issue discussed at
the meeting was the fact that
the add/drop policy will be redone. At the SG meeting,
Lansdale stated that Donna
Schlagheck, director of International Studies, was responsible for providing a student
voice in the changes that will
occur in the policy. The next
meeting of the Faculty Senate
will be Feb. 1 at 2:30 p.m.
The School of Graduate
Studies will be working on de-

tails of presenting a class deal-

ing with financial planning as a
general education course. Ken

Smucker, SG representative for

SOGS, stated that he might be
ready to present the information for the proposal at the next
meeting.
Katie Deedrick, SG advisor,
stated that funding for student
organizations is changing. The

Union.

• InterFraternity Council

meeting at 7 p.m. in W169B

Student Union.
Tuesday, Jan.26
• Morning Prayer, spon-

sored by Campus Crusade for
Christ, at 8:45 a.m. in the Bike
Shop.

·Asr Prayer, sponsored by
Muslim Student Union, at 3:30
p.m.in W105A extension from

Student Union Dining Room
• Wright Outdoors meeting
at 7 p.m. in W025 Student
Union.
• Baptist Student Union
meeting at 7 p.m. in E154 Student Union.
• Sahaja Yoga Meditation
Club meeting, 7:30 p.m. in
169C Student Union.

Wednesday, Jan.27

• "A Life-Study of the book
of Hebrews," a bible study
sponsored by Life and Truth,
at 12 p.m. in W025 Student
Union.
• Noon Prayer, sponsored
by Campus Crusade for Christ,

at 12 p.m. in 125 Millett Hall.

Student Organization Budgeting Committee will be meeting on Jan. 20 at 5 p.m.
"They can come and find
out what the process
said Deedrick.
The Student Elections
Commission will be changing
the way students vote for future elections. The AT&T
Mini Wedge will be used to
cast votes April 13-15. Students will be credited one
cent, which will read non-sufficient funds if the student
tries to vote again. During
election week, students will
be able to get discount coupons and entertainment.
"It looks like we are bribing students to vote, but we
need to get students to vote,"
said Lansdale.
The next SG meeting will
be Friday in E157 Multipurpose Room.
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ARSON/RELATED OFFENSES

Jan.16: A Forest Lane resident reported criminal damaging
atSequoia.
Jan.17: A Cedar Hall resident

reported criminal damaging outside ofCedar Hall.

ASSAULT
Jan.l6: A Forest Lane resi-

dent reported a disturbance at Se-

quoia.

LARCENY/THEFT

Jan.17: A Sycamore resident

reported the theft ofaringvaluedat
$300.

Jan.l7: A Cedar Hall resident

reported the theft ofa license plate.
OFFENDING THE PUBLIC PEACE

Jan.l3: A Boston Hall resident reported telephone harass-

ment.
Jan.13: A College Park resi-

dent reported telephone harass-

ment.

Jan.l5: A Maple Hall resident

reported verbalharassment anddis-

orderly conduct
Jan.17: A Hamilton Hall resi-

•Asr Prayer, sponsored by
Muslim Student Union, at 3:30
p.m. to W105Aextensionfrom
Student Union Dining Room
WWSU general meeting

dent reported telephone harassment.

Union.

in the area.

e

at 5 p.m. in W025 Student
• Black Women Striving
Forward meeting at 5 p.m. in
E163A Student Union.
• "Chinatown," sponsored
by UAB, at 7 p.m. in the

Rathskellar.

Jan.17: Disorderly conduct
and induced panic were reported
from second floor of the Nutter
Center. Twojuveniles were found
ROBBERY/BURGLARY/

TRESPASSING

Jan.18: Criminal trespassing

was reported in asecond floorlock

room in the Creative Arts Cen
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Mother works with WPAFB to make WSU safer
• KATHERINE L. GUTWEIN
Assistant News Editor

Measures are being taken by the
Air Force to make Wright State University safer after a student was killed
in October while climbing an electrical
tower by WSU' s Village apartments.
Kenneth Reilly, a WSU senior,
was electricuted and fell from towers
located near the WSU Village Apartments on Oct.27 and passed away
Oct.30 from his injuries. His mother,
Elaine Reilly, now wants to make sure
similar incidents do not occur.
"Ireallyfeltthatsomethingneeded
to be done. I spoke with Dr.
Abrahamowicz, vicepresidentforStudentAffairs, and was informed that the
electrical towers are owned by the Air
Force. I went to Wright Patterson Air
Force Base and found that they had
already begun taking steps toward

safety measures in the area, " said Reilly.

"We are going to install barbed
wire around the inside and outside of
the legs on the 24 electrical towers the
Air Force owns on campus. It will go

up l O to 12 feet from the ground and
hopefully deter people from climbing
the towers," said Tom Calderone, fore-

man of exterior electric at WPAFB.

While Reilly is grateful that response to the accident was immediate,
she is concerned that there is no warning around the towers to suggest people
stay away from them.
"Kenneth was just in the wrong
place at the wrong time, but this could
have happened to someone else. I was
told that there is an electromagnetic
field around the electric lines that can
cause the current to jump to nearby
objects.Idon'tthinkpeoplerealizethat

you don't have to touch the wires to get
hurt," said Reilly.
Reilly was also bothered by the
idea that no one seemed to think warnings were necessary.

I understand one reason why there

have not been warning signs put up are
that the towers have been there since
about 1957 and the Air Force wasn't
aware of how close WSU had built
housing. I was also told that the towers
had recently been painted and that was

partly why no signs were posted on
them, but I think cooperation between
the Air Force and WSU could've been
better to avoid this kind of thing," said
Reilly.
"We were surprised to hear that
students were climbing the towers. It is

a high voltage area with 69,000 volts in

those lines. People should understand
that it is a safety hazard to be there. I
understand the main reason for climbing the towers has been to see the view
of the area, but that is an accident,
waiting to happen. You can go to
Wright Memorial Park and see the
same thing and it's much safer," said
Calderone.
Despite the tragic circumstances,
Reilly is glad that WSU and the Air

Force were quick to respond and have

made safety in the area a top priority.
"Everyone has been excellent
through all of this. We have felt real

D. PITMAN

Student Government presented
five recommendations of what
should constitute a delay or shut
down of the university to the Executive Cabinet on Wed., Jan. 13.

Student Government presented

these five recommendations to Barbara Gamstetter, office supervisor
to the vice president of Student Affairs and Jacqueline McMillan, executive assistant to the President and
secretary to the Board of Trustees.
"We (SG) basically came up with
five guidelines of how we felt the
university should determine whether
or not the university should be
closed," said Todd Koehn, SG vice
president.
The first guideline makes a point
that 57 percent of the student population travel from the four surrounding counties, and if these counties
have snow emergencies, then SG
recommends. that Wright State
should be cJosed. Koehn states that
there is concern for the students who
commute from these surrounding
counties. These students could be
held liable if they are in a wreck and
drive to school during a snow emergency.
The next guideline would mirror
Wright Patterson Air Force Base. If
WPAFB is cJosed or on delay, then
the university would be also.
The third guideline requests that

AllU contact the local sheriff departments to find out what problems

may occur due to weather. Addi-

tionally, WSU needs to find out the

conditions of the roads leading to
campus.
"If a section is really bad, they

will do a snow emergency of that
one area," said Koehn. "Wright

State should make all attempts to
call the local sheriffs department
because their deputies are always
driving the roads. Also, they should
contact the Ohio Department of
Transportation."
The fourth guideline states that
ifmaintenance cannot properly clear
the parking lots and sidewalks, then
university should be delayed for time
to make sure the lots and sidewalks
are in safe condition.
"Student Government received
numerous complaints from disabled
students and I have talked with nu-

merous disabled students who have

complained to Building and
Grounds, Disability Services and
Residence Services that they were
not able to get out of their dorms,"
said Koehn. "They were snowed
into their dorms because the paths
were not clear enough.

"A perfect example of this is the

Dayton Daily News article from Fri.,
Jan. 8 talking about Catherine
Philpot, whohadtopulloutofWright
State for Winter Quarter because
she is a disabled student and by the
time, where she lived, they were
able to get everything clear, she
would have already have missed the
first week or two of classes," said
Koehn.

friends have kept in touch

with the family, provid-

ing them

with much
needed support.
''We'd like to thank
the university and all the
students who came to visit

the hospital, especially

those that have stayed in
contact with us. We are
very grateful for their help
duringthelastfewmonths.
I was afraid that being
around the campus would
bring up bad feelings, but
that has not been the case.
All I'm waiting for now is
to know the wires are up,"
said Reilly.
According
to
Calderone the barbedwire
is still waiting to be put up The electrical tower by the Village.
due to the sudden weather

caring and concern and the people
we've dealt with have made dealing problems.
with the situation as easy as this sort of
"It was scheduled to be done by be able have thejobcompleted, butitis
thing could be," said Reilly.
WSU awarded Kenneth Reilly his

SG proposes weather policy

By MICHAEL
News Writer

degree and several of his

Jan.14, but bad weather has prevented
it. I don't know exactly when we will

going to be done as soon as possible,"
said Calderone.

The final guideline suggests that
WSU form a bad weather ad-hoc
committee, which is a committee
that meets as needed, consisting of
the president, the provost, director
of Public Safety, vice president of
Student Affairs, vice president of

Business and Fiscal Affairs, man-

ager of Grounds, director of Transportation and a student representative. This committee will aid in
determining the well-being of the
students regarding the weather conditions.
"What we're hoping by presenting this is to get some dialogue back
from the administration of the university," said Koehn.

ROTC Members
jumped blind folded
and in full gear into
the frigid early
morning water of the
SU pool

By presenting the recommenda-

tions to the university, SG will get
feedback of what the university is
currently doing.
"That way the faculty, staff arid
students will know how the administration determines closing the university," said Koehn. "Maybe their
guidelines are above our five. This
is a chance for the administration to
explain how they close the university."
"The earlier they (WSU) can
declare (school closings), the less
chance you will have the students
coming to the school finding out

there is no school and having them

turn around," said Koehn.
If students have a question about
the cJosure of WSU, they can call
(937) 775-3500. This is a recording
that will provide callers with information about the status ofWSU.

WSU's ROTC Drown Proof Training in

the Student Union Pool on Jan. 13.

ATTENTION:
The Guardian would like to apologize for printing the

wrong addressfor the Student Government Web Page.

The correct address is http://www.wright.edu/

studentorgs/studgov/home.htm.
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Letters to the Editor

~

The Supreme Court weighs in on schools' responsibility
There is a case now before the U.S. Supreme Court that has
the editorial pages of this country hopping (a welcome break
from the other mess in Washington). LaShoda Davis' mother is
suing the school district of Forsythe, Ga. for failing to stop the
sexual harassment of her daughter by another student. At the
time the harassment took place, LaShonda and her assailant
were in the fifth grade.
It is very hard to conceive of 10 year-olds as sexual beings,
much less as sexual predators. It would be very easy and
infinitely more comforting to dismiss this from our minds.
Surely, we would like to think, this isn't anything more than prepubescent teasing. In 1994, 16% of 13 year-olds had had a

on his or her color? Didn't the Supreme Court already rule on that one?
The question that arises from this is: How did we come to this
point? How is it that a criminal, physical assault against a child is
nobody's business?
Issues involving children and sex are never easy, clean cut or
pleasant to deal with. But, as our culture, from advertising to sit-corns
to video games, becomes increasingly sexuafized, deal with it we must.
To ignore it and hope it will go away is willfully ignorant and incredibly
dangerous. And who knows? The Supreme Court may even decide it's
criminal.

"coital experience," and Lashonda's ordeal included being

groped and threatened with intercourse. Four months after she
first complained of harassment, things were so bad that this little
girl contemplated suicide. Her mother complained to the school

eight times. The principal didn't believe the little girl's charges.

But a juvenile court did. They found her young assailant guilty
of sexual battery.
If her assailant had been, say, engaged in a fist fight, a
misdemeanor assault, would LaShonda's principal have felt
differently?
The Monroe County Board of Education has claimed that
it, and indeed, any school, has no responsibility for any kind of
discrimination that might take place between one student and
another.
Not to play the "gender card," but that's a pretty astounding
statement. Would the school board make that claim as confidently
if the issue was a white student assaulting a black student, based

Should a school be held legally responsible
for-student-on-student sexual harassment?

•The Guardian encourages letters to the

editor and commentary pieces from
students, faculty, administrators and
staff

·Letters should be typed, have the

writer's printed full name, address,
daytime phone and class standing (if
applicable)

·Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m. on

the Friday preceeding the next issue
·Letters should be kept to 500 words or
less
• All letters are subject to editing for
space and content

"I don't think so, because sexual conduct is "If there are clear rules and regulations as to "I K-12, it should be covered under the
an individual, personal responsibility. It is consequences, then the university should be school's code of discipline. Every student
responsible. If not, then it belongs to the has the right to an intimidation-free environthe students' responsibility."
district courts."
ment."

·Letters which duplicate others may be

omitted
•When responding to another letter,
refer to the date and headline
•Quotes that cannot be confirmed will
not be used
• E-mail to haney.2@wright.edu

Guardian Phone Numbers

Advertising: 775-5537
Fax:775-5535
News: 775-5538
Editor in Chief : 775-5540

Sports /

Features: 775-5536
,..
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RECYCLED PAPER

"Yes, we have to have a code of ethics, for "If it's in the schools code of conduct, then
the same reason the military controls what yes. If not, there's nothing the school can
their members do. Intimidation creates an do."
environment where a whole class of people
is oppressed."

"I don't know how they could really control
it if it doesn't happen in the classroom"
·
· •
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By Angelle
Haney

Attack of the
evil 1980s

g
r
~
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letter to the editor

Bookstore woes

Aid money should be flexible
I receive financial aid to attend
Wright State, and I am definitely
not in the minority. Yet Wright
State seems to want to treat me as
if that gives them the right to tell

I have, of late, noticed a creeping, insidious threat to our way of life
more dangerous than international communism. I guess that's not a really
good metaphor, though, because I don't really mind international
communism, as long as it's grounded in nationalist sentiment and ... Sorry,
off on a tangent there. Anyway, back to this dire threat.

'those of us who do receive this aid

The 1980s are coming back.

Okay, I know, there's a certain nostalgia among those of us who grew up in the 1980s.
Ah, the heady trappings of those Reagan years! Space Invaders. The Thompson Twins. Molly
Ringwald. But I'm not talking about those pleasant, harmless pieces of ephemera that allow us to
trounce our parents at the Star Wars version of Trivial Pursuit. Oh no.
I'm talking about the clothes.
Remember 1980s clothes? I do, and the thought of my velour V-neck pull-over ( candy-apple red,
just like Debbie Harry's) never fails to bring on night sweats. I have nightmares about shoulder pads
and --shudder- stirrup
They have begun to reappear in the thrift stores and in runway collections. It's enough to break my
heart. I think it's punishment from above because I refused to believe
the cardinal rule of fashion: everything will come back in style. It's
just a question of when.
I realize that for those of you who are used to listening to
me rant about Bosnia and Operation Rescue and the genderbased wage differential, this topic may seem a little like
clever social satire.
I assure you, I am deadly serious.
I am terrified of the return of the 1980s. I am shaking in
my Betsey Johnson knee-high boots.
My secret shame is that, for all my sarcasm and cynicism
and high flown political saavy, I am a dyed-in-the-wool
fashion
Next to Indira Ghandi and Betty Friedan, my personal
hero is CNN' s Elsa Klensch, who has hosted their fashion
program ever since I was in the third grade. And when Elsa
says that Donna Karan is bringing back the oversized
jacket, it is enough to make me weep. Say it ain't so,
Elsa! Next thing you know, it'll be over top of a bustier,

pants.

junkie.

and all my recurring Vanity/Madonna worries will come.
true.

Elaine Showalter once posed the question, "Is it
possible to live the life of the mind while minding the
length of your skirt?" This goes right to the heart of
my personal struggle. How do I reconcile my
unabashed feminism with my undying love of
really high heels? Is there room in my closet for·
my DKNY black silk T-shirt and my masters
gown?
I don't have answers to these questions. I
am a tormented consumer of all that is vinyl and
feathery and faux fur. I will just
have to learn to live with the
ambiguity of liberalism
and leopard print, of
leadership and lipstick.
I do know that the
first time I see an
oversized blouse with a wide belt (so help
them if it's over stirrup pants), I'm going
to have to get a bell tower and highpowered rifle.

where we can shop for our school
needs.
Because of the fact that I
receive Stafford Loans, I am
"allotted" up to $300 on my Wright
One Card to use in the Wright State
bookstore. Ifl want to purchase my
books or supplies elsewhere, I must
pay for them myself, as Wright
State refuses to allow me to use my
ID card at any other local book or
supply store.
The Wright State bookstore is
subcontracted to Barnes and Noble,

used textbooks at over half off the
publishers' list price. Which one
sounds like a better deal to you?
Wright State needs to let all
students have the freedom to shop
around for the best bargain. It would
be minimal time and minimal
expense on WSU' s part to install a
Wright One terminal at The College
Store across the street.
Students need to band together
and help each other. I think that a
book clearinghouse would be a
great idea for those of us who get
financial aid. We could simply trade
textbooks or sell them for a few
dollars and thereby save ourselves
the hassle of the long lines at the

bookstore.

and they deal with 95% new books

at the campus bookstore. The

College Store deals with over 50%

Kellie J. Wagoner
Freshman, Political Science

free-speech.com

-By reading a wide variety of information, I came across

an article on an alternative methodof heatfor the Northwest Missouri
State University. They are using a pellet made from hog manure and
switch grass! They predict thatthis switch in heating fuel will cut the
use oftheir traditional fuels for a savings of $350,000 over a 7 year
period. Ok, now for the thought...Ifsome inventive student at Wright

State. could come up with a BIG saving idea for the university,

wouldn't that idea be worth something, like a grant to pay tutition for

a year or two??? Just a little food for thought....

-Diana J. Atkins

Dear WSU. • •

The Guardian is your paper. Did you
know that? Yours. And it needs you to
function the way it's supposed to. So write
and e-mail us about what's important to
you. How else will we know?

We want to hear from YOU!

~

Tom Poole

needs editorial comments
from its readers. Please send
"letters to the editor" to:

The Guardian
W016C Student
Union
Wright State
University
Dayton, OH 45435
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Buy, Sell, and Trade Used Books @
.
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More than "A Few Good Men" at WSU

ByCHERJANETLENZY
Spotlight Writer

Wright State's Theatre De1989
Broadway hit play "A Few
Good Men" by Aaron Sorkin
later this week.
The drama introduces us to
the fanatical Lieutenant Colonel Nathan Jessep, played by
J.R. Thompson.
Jessep orders his officers to
bring a platoon troublemaker
into line through a severe and
unsactiorfed form of hazing
· known as a "Code Red."
The Marines are stationed
in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba - a
front line port where the practice is Unit, Corps, God, Country - with honor above all else.
When the victim dies during the "Code Red" incident,
two young marines are charged
with his murder and flown to
Washington, D.C. to stand trial
with the defense team of Lieutenant junior grade, Daniel
Kaffee, played by Paul Hester
and Lieutenant Commander
Joanne Galloway, played by
ChristyLynne Lingo.
The Marine honor of code

partment will present the

and the entire military mentality are on trial after it becomes
clear that these two men are the
fall guys for their unit.
"We've been wanting to do
'A Few Good Men' for awhile...
for years actually," said Sandra
Crews, director of the play.
Crews has directed at WSU
before, including productions
of "The Caine Mutiny Court
Trial" and "Harlem Renaissance."
Crews said that the play is
timely and it questions when
it's okay to do things that aren't
exactly legal for the benefit of
unity and loyalty.
"A Few Good Men" also
delves into the question of when
it is right to follow orders in
the face of what is known to be
morally wrong.
The questions the drama
explore have implications beyond the world of the military.
Many may remember the·
1991 hit movie "A Few Good
Men" starring Tom Cruise,
Demi Moore and Jack
Nicholson, but there are a few
subtle differences in the play.
"It's exciting!" said Crews.
"These actors are something ...
they are fantastic!"

Paul Hester (left) and ChristyLynne Lingo
"The play says that the military is an honorable, important
institution in our lives," said
Crews.

"When you have that much
power over that many people
you have to take great respon-

and that military has to be honorable," said Crews.
"A Few Good Men" questions the military' s honor and
questions what people believe
to be the truth.

correct," said Crews.

"We have to have a military

sibility to make sure that what

you do is morally and ethically
Wright State's production of
"A Few Good Men" hits the
stage on Jan. 21 and will continue throughout the rest of
January.

Showtimes are Jan. 21-23,
8 p.m., Jan. 27 at 7
p.m. and Jan. 24, 30 and 31 at
3 p.m. Ticket prices are $15
for adults, $13 for students and
seniors.

28-30 at

For more information, call

the WSU Theatre Box Office
at (937) 775-2500 from noon
to 5 p.m., Monday through

Friday.

Campus Recreation ski trip to Mad River Mountain
WSU organization reaches out to all students in need of wacky winter fun
By CHERJANET LENZY
Spotlight Writer
Campus Recreation is sponsoring a ski trip this year that will take

WSU ctudents to Mad River Moun-

Graphic by Tom Poole

tain.
The ski trip, which has become
somewhat of a tradition at WSU,
will cost able-bodied students only
$40 and $25 for disabled students.
This price will include transportation, a ski lesson, equipment rental
and lift ticket.
Students are required to pay a
$5 deposit, due Jan. 20, to secure
their spot on the trip and to allow
Campus Recreation to provide adequate transportation for skiers.
Campus Recreation has also
planned a ski workshop for Jan. 20
at 5: 15 p.m. in 169B Student Union.
The cost is free and includes a
guest speaker who will "answer

everything, you wanted to know

about activities they would like to

a pre-trip meeting at 6:15 p.m.

would like to recommend Campus
Recreation to purchase.
For more information, call Andrea Bales at (937) 775-58 16

about skiing but were afraid to ask,"
said.Andrea Bales, fitness and outdoor recreation coordinator. Following the workshop there will be

· "I don't want people to think
that fitness classes are only for
people who are already in shape
and I don't want people to think
that the ski trip is only for people
who can ski," said Bales. "A lot of
people should be encouraged to try
something new."
Upcoming events for Campus
Recreation include, Initiative
Games, which are leadership/team
building activities, on Feb. 3 in the
Multipurpose Room at 5:15 p.m.,
and a rock climbing outing on Feb.
13.
After the pre-trip meeting on
Wednesday, there will be an Advisory Council meeting. This meeting is for anyone who has ideas

see, as well as equipment they
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• Review of "Varsity
Blues"
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• Five star review of
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Seems that everyone has the" Varsity Blues",
@

"Varsity
Blues"

***

High school footbal1 players
and giggling girls one and all made
"Varsity Blues" the top grossing
film of the weekend.
"Varsity Blues" tells the tale of
the West Canaan Coyotes' football
team as they attempt to win their
twenty-third division title. West
Canaan, Texas, is a town consumed with football season.
Everything changes when starting quarterback Lance Harbor's
knee goes out halfway through the
season. Jonathan Moxon (James
Van Der Beek .... yes ladies,
Dawson) is given the chance to
step up to the line after living in the
shadow of his best friend Lance.
Mox cannot wait to get out of
West Canaan, but reluctantly takes
over the reigns of the Coyotes and
finds himself becoming the new
"god" of footbal1 country.
The story centers on the trials
of Mox. Should he stay on the team

even though the coach is a jerk?
Should he fall victim to the sexual
innuendos of Lance's girlfriend?
Should he stay with his girlfriend?
While many laughed at the fact
that "Varsity Blues" topped the box

office, it was a fun look at the
craziness of small town football.
Even though it may have been
slightly cheesy, going back to high
school is supposed to be that way.
(Heather M. Bishara)

ihiewar
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Take a Free Test Drive

FREE

and find outl

Wright State University
Sunday, February 7

FOOD!

GRE -9:00am
MCAT-9:00am

DAT-10:00am
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LSAT- 2:00pm
GMAT - 2:00pm

Call today to reserve your seat!
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Walking "The Thin Red Line"
"The Thin
Red Line"

University of Cincinnati Medical College has 12 outstanding graduate
programs in the biomedical sciences, including cell biology,
developmental biology, environmental health, neuroscience, molecular
genetics, biochemistry, microbiology, physiology, pathobiology, molecular
medicine, pharmacology, and a MD/PhD program.

• Up to $17,500/ Year Stipend
• Paid Tuition, Fees, & Health Insurance
• 400 MS and PhD Students
• Top 10% Nationally in Size
• Over $75 Million for Research Projects
• Over 200 Renowned Scientists/Mentors
PLEASE Bridgette Harrison
CONTACT: University of Cincinnati

College of Medicine

tit it

Terrence Malick' s "The Thin
Red Line" is at once a war picture
brutal, fierce, and uncompromising - the next moment a tender sentimentality on the "horror
of war."
This is a completely honest and
thoughtful attempt at filming war.
"The Thin Red Line" follows
the war tom path of C-company:
First Sergeant Welsh (Sean Penn),
Lt. Colonel Tall (Nick Nolte in a
stunning performance), the
lovesick Pvt. Bell (Ben Chaplin),

the soul-searching Pvt. Witt (Jim
Caviezel) and the all too-caring
Capt. Staros (Elias Koteas). Along
the way are bit performances by
Woody Harrelson, John Cusack,
John Travolta and even George

Clooney.

The film does not obliterate
your senses with numerous severed limbs and blood splattering
mortar explosions. What it does is
get inside the head of a soldier.

Malick is able to conyey the
cliche "war is hell" through the
lens of his camera.
"The Thin Red Line" is not a
film you watch. By the end you
have been sucked in to the experience, spit out and left to fend for
yourself. This is a truly amazing
piece of poetry, beauty, terror, violence, serenity and brutality
wrapped in one. Experience it.
(Brian Joo).

3riisBrials 's

phone: 513.558.5625
fax: 513.558.2850

email: bridgette.harrison@uc.edu
~
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Sean Penn leads his troops into enemy fire

The Student Life Office

Presents
Charles Barron
Thursday

February 25, 1999
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Woman...

Would your life be enriched
by helping us achieve our
dream of a family?
Egg donor needed for an
infertile couple.
If you are 21-32 years old and
would like further information
please send your name and
address to:

IVF Director
Dept. 280
2125 Eleanor Place
Cincinnati, OH 45219

1-800-841-5690

Strict Confidentiality.
Compensation provided.

Topics

Lecture: 4-5:30pm

"Dare to Lead - Leadership
Skills for the 21st
Century"

Room W169B/C
Workshop: 6-8pm

"Power: Leadership,
Language,and
Communication"

Room W169B/C

For information contact: Jantene Johnson - Program
Assistant at (937) 775-5743 or (937) 775-5570.
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Five simple

rs

American health trends are cur-

health tips to get through the winttr

allergy sufferers.
* SPF- It may be freakishly
cold, but the sun is still blazing.
Dig out the suntan lotion before
hitting the slopes or making snow
angels to avoid

sunburn.

* Attitude - Your biography becomes your biology. Positive
thoughts with a flexible outlook can
prevent winter blahs and colds from
developing and pestering us for this
winter and for seasons to come.

Ska/Reggae
Punk
ednesdays Tuesdays
4-7 im

Tea - Teas .are full of antioxi-

dants and are often mixed with herbs
good for some specific ailments. A
hot cup with fresh lemon or honey
makes a good supplement for some

ailment is treated with a small quantity of a natural source

with similar chemicalattributes which initially allowed the

ailment to manifest; working toward, an equilibrium between
physical, mental and spiritual well..being.
SPRING BREAK '99

TELL YOUR MOM!
It's
It's

rently absorbed in the idea of getting -------------------fit for life. Soundsgreat,butmany
of us are currently absorbed in the
idea of getting a diploma. So, here
are five simple health tips you can,
soak up during the meltdown of this
month's natural perspiration.
* Oatmeal - Rev up your morning motor with a bowl of oatmeal.
Oats have a warming, thermal nature, they tend to "stick to your ribs"
and ward off infections and contagions.
H20- Water helps to keep your
immune system clean. Make a long
term goal of drinking eight glasses
daily, or try grabbing some spring or
filtered water once in awhile instead
of a Dew or a brew.
*

Homeopathy - an alternative healing system where the

1
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"Nominations Open for
Parent of the Year"

RCA, The Wright State University Parents Association, Residence Services,
and the Office of Student Life are sponsoring the Second Annual Parents
Weekend January 29-31, 1999.

Nominations are

currently being accepted for the fiirst annual "Parent of
the Year Award". Any currently registered Wright State student may
nominate his/her parent or parents to receive the award. The award will be
given at the Parents Weekend Brunch on Sunday, January 31, 1999.
Winner(s) will receive a free ticket to the brunch.

riteria for noB11na.tion:

enrolled Wright State
his/her parents by submitting a typewrit
750 words outlining why her/his parents
l. .~~ currently

Please include specific examples.
2.

A team of Judges will select the winner(s

3. To be considered, nominations must

...
of Student Life no-later than 5:00pm on •· ·. • ·. • -

e Office

ary 25, 1999.

Questions??? Feel free to stop by or call the Office of Student Life, W034 Student Union, X5570.

Nominate your parent or parents today!!!
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Dirty Birds swoop into Super Bow]

By DAVID BIDDLE
Sports Editor

The Atlanta Falcons continued
their dream season with a shocking
30-27 overtime upset of the Minnesota Vikings in Sunday's NFC
Championship game.
Atlanta(l6-2) now heads to the
Super Bowl for the first time in
franchise history.
Awaiting the "Dirty Birds" are
the defending champion Denver
Broncos (16-2) who dismissed the
upstart New York Jets 23-10 in the
AFC Championship game.
No one outside the Capital of
the South expected the Falcons to
even make the playoffs this year
after Atlanta finished the 1997-98
season with a 7-9 record. On top of
that, the Falcons made very few
free-agent signings during the
offseason.
However, this year the Falcons
jelled together and now boast one
of the most balanced teams in the
NFL.
Despite the lack of expectations, football fans should not classify the Falcons a "Cinderella"
team.
For starters, the Falcons now
have an 89 percent winning percentage this year. Only the Vikings, who were 16-1 heading into
the NFC Championship game, had
a better record heading into the

"Hoops" continued
Detroit's point guard, Rashad
Phillips, was selected as the MCC
Defensive Player-of-the- Year last
year and he hawked the ball all
evening. However, the exceptionally quick Phillips did most of his

postseason.
Also, the Falcons have a host of
standout players who are finally
getting their just due.
At the top of the list is ProBowl tailback Jamal Anderson who
runs with the force and grace of
Hall of Fame running back Jim
Brown. Against the Vikings,
Anderson had 23 carries for only
68 yards, but did catch six passes
for 33 yards and one touchdown.
Another player who is finally
getting his taste of the limelight is
11-year journeyman quarterback
Chris Chandler. Chandler torched
Minnesota for 340 yards passing
and three touchdowns. His favorite targets are wide receivers

Tarrence Mathis and Tony Martin

along with tight end OJ. Santiago.
On the defensive side of the
ball, the Falcons are loaded. Five
players in particular are responsible for transforming one of the
weaker units in the league into one
of the most feared.
They are: free safety Eugene

Robinson, cornerback Ray

Buchanan, outside linebacker
Cornelius Bennett, middle linebacker Jessie Tuggle and defen-

sive end Chuck Smith.

The head coach of the Falcons,
ironically, is former Broncos boss
Dan Reeves. Reeves led the Broncos to three Super Bowl appearances in the late 1980s, but due to
damage on the offensive side of the
ball last night. Phillips scored 21
points and dished out a game-high
four assists.
Forward Daniel Whye scored
16 points off the bench for the
Titans, forward Desmond Ferguson
added 11 and MCC Preseason
Player-of-the-Year Jermaine Jackson finished with 10 points and 10
rebounds.

·They were just physically

dominant tonight," said Wright
State head coach Ed Schilling.

"Detroit showed why they are the

top team in our conference and one
of the best defensive teams in the
nation."
Forward Kevin Melson led
WSU in scoring with 23 points
against the Titans. Unfortunetely,
he was one of the few who could
find his stroke against UDM.
"It was tough out there tonight.
They were the most physical team
have faced this year," said

we

differences between he and quarterback John Elway, Reeves later
resigned.
Reeves was hospitalized a
month ago after suffering a mild

heart attack and since his return to

the sideline, he has been an emotional leader for the Falcons.
Reeves has always been considered a very serious, down-to-earth
coach, but not anymore. After the
win over the Vikings, Reeves was
actually caught on camera doing
the "Dirty Bird" dance, which is an
end-zone celebration choreographed by Anderson and Santiago.
Now the Falcons need one more
win for a storybook ending, but it
won't come easy.
The Broncos have basically the
same cast as a year ago when they
defeated the Green Bay Packers
31-24 for their first Super Bowl

Championship.

Denver is led by running back
Terrell Davis who might be the
best in the game today. Davis has
an amazing streak of six consecutive 100-yard rushing games in the
playoffs. He averages 161 yards
per game in the postseason, which
is the best in NFL history.
Against the Jets, Davis rushed
32 times for 167 yards and a touchdown.
Elway has announced he will
retire following the Super Bowl, so

you can bet that a win will taste

May continued his great play with

14 points and three assists for WSU.
Senior guard Keion Brooks had
a down game and finished with

only five points on the evening.

The loss to Detroit came on the
heels of Wright State's best performance of the season.
Cleveland State was touted as
the second-best team in the MCC
when the season began, but WSU
jumped on them from the opening
tip and never looked back.
The Raiders led 41-28 at halftime and would not allow the Vikings to get back into the game.
The second half was highlighted
by the ejection of CSU' s head coach
Rollie Massimino. It was the first
time in Massimino's 43-year career that he had been dismissed
from a game.
May led the Raiders with 24

points, including five three-point

bombs. Brooks had a stellar game
with 21 points, eight boards, eight
assists and only one turnover.
» [le]SOI,
a1
Melson scored.23 points last night Freshman point guard Marcus
Senior center Inus Norville had
Photo by Drew Hedleston

Graphic by Tom Poole

extra sweet to him.

So, the stage is set for Miami.

Every sportscaster in the nation
will heavily favor the Broncos, but
don't disrespect the Dirty Birds.
Atlanta still feels as though they
have nothing to lose and they know
that beating the Broncos at a neutral site will not be as tough a task
as beating the Vikings in Minnehis finest game as a Raider with 19
points and eight rebounds. CSU
could not match the strength of
Norville inside all evening.

sota.
I give the Broncos a slight advantage on the offensive side of the
ball, but the Falcons get the edge

on defense. Therefore, the game

will be decided by special teams
and turnovers.
My prediction: Broncos 26,
Falcons 23.
That is from the brain, not the
heart.
Green Bay (Jan. 23 at 8:35 p.m.).

Melson finished with 15 points

and sophomore forward Onome
Scott-Emuakpor tied his career-

high with 10 points.

"We started to win this game
when we reported to practice on
Monday," said Schilling. "We had

a very intense week of practice and

today's performance was just a
continuation of that."
Schilling admitted that Wright
State had not been getting the ball
inside enough and that they fo-

cused on that against CSU.

"With Inus finally getting
healthy and playing like the player
we know, we tried to feed him the
ball as much as possible. But it
wasn't just Inus, we wanted to get
more points inside from everyone,"
said Schilling.
Wright State will next travel to
Wisconsin for MCC games against
Milwaukee (Jan. 21 at 8 p.m.) and

In this section:

·The apathetic student body at WSU
p. 12

• Women's. team
loses starting PG
p. 13

• Look for more
Raider hoop cover-

age next week
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State needs more student support

_WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 20.

By DAN STUPP
This year, more than most, there
has been talk about Wright State
starting a football program. Although it would be nice to have a
football team, it won't happen.
The reason it won't happen is
because of the poor attendance and
support for other Raider sports.
The biggest sport at Wright
State, with no disrespect to our
other sports, is men's basketball.
However, it has been tough to get
~
crowds\®ver
5,000 fans atthe Nutter
Center to watch an improving basketball team. Even more discouraging is the lack of student support
at the games. While working at the
high school tournament that is held
annually at the Nutter Center, I
have seen games where there have
been l O times as many students
than attend Wright State games
and we've got 16,000 students.
If Wright State were winning
more games, I'm sure that more
students would be at the games.
The problem with this is that in
order to get the type of players that
are needed to win consistently,
Wright State needs to fill up the
Nutter Center.
When local high school superstars choose between Wright State
and the University of Dayton, it is
hard for Wright State, with its typical attendance of 4,500, to compete with a school that has 10,000
to 12,000 fans showing up at every
game.
The biggest crowd in the past
four years at the Nuthouse was in
1997 when the Raiders drew 9,892
against UD, but many of those in
attendance were wearing red and
blue.
Despite the fact that Wright
State has trouble filling up the
Nutter Center, head coach Ed
Schilling has done a great job of
getting players at Wright State that
can compete with anyone in the
country.
The Raiders proved this by playing competitively against the defending national champs Kentucky
before folding in the second half.
The Raiders have even played well
at home, winning six out of nine
games this year, even though not
many people have noticed. With
· more support, they might be undefeated at home.
In the past, Wright State relied
heavily on foreign players to win
games. Players like Vitaly
Potapenko, Delme Herriman and
Mike Nahar have helped Wright
State win games, but local players
still stayed away.
With this past recruiting class,
Schilling has put together a good

1999

combination of young talent with
players like freshmen Louis
Holmes and Marcus May, junior
college transfer Kevin Melson,
and the only foreign player on the
roster, Israel Sheinfeld.
Each of these players have
shown a great deal of potential this
season, especially May and Melson,
but not very many people have
seen this.
Last Saturday when the Raiders took on Cleveland State, an
announced crowd of 5,035 sat on
their hands as Wright State dominated a Viking squad that had previously beaten Rhode Island. One
factor that I think would help the
fans get involved in the game a
little bit more would be if the pep
band would play the fight song a
few more times. Yes, I know it
might be shocking to some of you,
but Wright State does have a fight
song.

song was played once before the
game and once at halftime. When
the Wright State faithful did stand
up and cheer, Cleveland State
would call a timeout to get the fans
out of the game. If the pep band
played the fight song while the
fans were on their feet, they might

KICKB( ·XING

=
rekitsa

stay on their feet and in the game.
Just so you students know, you're
supposed to stand up and clap, yell
or act foolish in general during the
fight song.
Hopefully, more students will
begin coming to the games as the
Raiders continue to improve.

~RESEARCH PATIENTS NEEDED

TAMA

MARTIAL
ARTS

254-7035

RESEARCH PATIENTS NEEDED

New medicines discovered by the pharm aceutical and biotechnology companies undergo many stages of research and
development. The ultimate commitment is to bring medicines to the people who need them.

•Dayton Area Research Associates, Inc.'
505 A East Stroop Rd.

,..

.,

...

, is conducting pharmaceutical research for:

·HighBlood Pressure
·Strep Throat

·Skin Infection
·Emphysema

£ ' . . , · · ·. .· .

·FrequentBronchitis
·Sinus Infection

[g Benefits Include: 3 ©
FREE STUDY MEDICATION

FREEMEDICAL EVALUATION AND EXAMINATION
PAYMENT FOR TIME AND TRAVEL

FOR INFORMATION CALL 937 643-0772
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Guardian/UAB/ICC/IFC/GAC/BSU/Bolinga/Student

WEDNESDAY. JANUARY 20. 1999

By DAVE SEAMAN
For The Guardian

The Wright State women's basketball team roller coaster ride continued last week in Chicago.
The Raiders took a 61-53 fall at
Loyola on Jan. 12, but rebounded
to a 60-55 win over Illinois-Chicago on Jan. 14.
More seriously, the Raiders lost
sophomore point guard Mandy
Jelinek for the remainder of the
season due to a torn ACL.
The injury took place in the
final minutes of the loss to the
Ramblers.
Jelinek, who started the first 14
games of the season, was averaging six points and 3.3 steals per
game.
Losing Jelinek will be hard
emotionally, sophomore tri-captain
Reggen Stewart feels.
"Mandy pushes herself hard,
which the team sees and it makes
the rest of the team push hard.
"From the first game she had to
sit out, she was still in it on the
sideline cheering on the rest of the

team to do well I think will help
carry us a lot further," said Stewart.
In the Loyola game, WSU shot
25 percent from the field allowing
LU to open the game with al0-0 run
in the first six minutes.
The Raiders shot back, cutting
the lead to four over the next four
minutes, however, the Ramblers
countered with a 6-0 run to lead 199 with eight minutes to go in the first
half.
WSU took a 28-22 deficit into
halftime, but a 3-pointer by sophomore Chanda Hollingsworth cut the
lead to three in the opening minute
of the second half, but that was as
close as the Raiders would get as
Loyola picked up their first win of
the season.
Junior forward Jess Van Der
Geest and Stewart led the Raiders
with 11 points and nine rebounds
apiece. Hollingsworth, Jelinek and
sophomore guard Amber Williams
each added six points.
The Raiders turned the tables on
the UIC Flames opening the game
with a 10-0 run and leading by as
many as 19 late in the first half, but
the Raider defense fell asleep as UIC

cut the lead to 35-26 at the half.
The teams exchanged baskets
for the first 11 minutes of the
second half, but the Raiders would
not make another field goal after
a Williams lay-up with 8:57 left
in the game.
Luckily, WSU converted on
13 of it's last 17 free throws to
hold on to their sixth win of the
season.
Hollingsworth led the Raiders with 15 points and Stewart
added 13 points.
The Raiders are now 6-9 overall and third in the MCC with a 2-

2 mark.

"Our goal is to be better than
last year and let other teams know
that we' re not a team that they
can just blown out," said Stewart.
"This record also gives us more
confidence."
WSU played first year program Denver in their final nonconference game last night in the
Mile High City and will return
home to begin a three game home
stand on Saturday hosting league
leader and NCAA bound Butler
at 1 p.m.

Located in the Lobby of the
Frederick White Center

.3®2
9:00am - 5:30pn

PHONE:
775-34
"j_-94

·-----
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Women split a pair, lose Jelinek
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Patient

Parking in front of
of building.)

access through rear

'ALSO LOCATED IN FRED WHITE*:

Family Practice

Internal Medicine/Pediatrics.

X3393

X4580

Dermatology
X3373
(*all practices accepting new patients)

JOBS

TUMBLING COACHES NEEDED to teach
tumbling. For competitive and noncompetitive squads in our new Cheerleading
Training Center. Experience needed. For
details call 836-4874.
HOW DOES $800/WEEK EXTRA
INCOME sound to you?? Amazingly,

Technical Positions Available. Simulation
Technologies, Inc. (STI) has positions
available for individuals seeking work
experience and training in technical fields. We
offer flexible hours and competitive salaries.
Must be currently seeking a technical degree.
C/C++ experience preferred. U.S. citizenship
required. STI is an equal opportunity employer.
Please send resume and cover letter to: STI,
Mid-City Station, PO Box 3, Dayton, OH

±sao2or a e-nth.2CE'g'© suusa com

Immediate, part-time internships in child

developmental therapy. Education/psychology
majors preferred-all majors welcome.
Possible course credit. Call 937-898-8626.
Looking for a 3rd or 4th year human factors/
marketing/computer art major to help design
literature for a start-up business. Must have
own computer and software to create pamphlet

designs. 432-0554.

Part-time nanny to care for 2 children in
Bellbrook home Tuesdays & Thursdays. Nonsmoker. Experience necessary. $7/hr. Call
Renee at 848-7166.

Awesome Beaches, Nightlife! Departs from
Florida! Cancun & Jamaica $399!

springbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386

Spring Break Panama City $129! Boardwalk
Room w/Kitchen Next to Clubs! 7 Parties-Free
Drinks! Daytona $149! South Beach $129!

Cocoa Beach $149! springbreaktravel.com l800-678-6386

SPRINGBREAK toall the most popular spots;

Florida, Texas, Cancun, Mexico, Jamaica, etc.
Browse our web site www.icpt.com for info.
Best hotels, condos, prices and parties. Reps,
organizations, and promoters also wanted.
Inter-Campus Programs. 800-327-6013.

SPRING BREAK ·99 PANAMA CITY
BEACH The Boardwalk Beach Resort-Spring
Break Headquarters. Packages from $39.00 per
person. Closest to Spinnaker and La Vela.
Host of Sports Illustrated Beach Club. Call

Now800-224-GULFwww.springbreak hq.com.

NOTICE
REGIS
IF YOUR ORGANIZAT

Operators 9-5.(800)873-4423 jammon@ gte.net.

Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 Nights
$279! Includes Meals & Free Parties!
Awesome Beaches, Nightlife! Departs From
Florida! Cancun & Jamaica $399!
springbreaktravel.com l-800-678-6386.
Spring Break Panama City $129! Boardwalk
Room w/Kitchen Next To Clubs! 7 PartiesFree Drinks! Daytona $149! South Beach

profitable opportunity. Send self-addressed
stamped envelope to:
International, 1375 Coney Island, Brooklyn,
NY 11230.
HELP WANTED! Personal Care Assistant.
Steady Part-time Work. No Experience
Required. Perfect Job for Students or
Homemakers Looking for Extra Income. Hours
Range from 15 to 25 per Week. Starting Wage
Is $7.00 +. Call 427-1059, or e-mail
7042 J .3155@compuserve.com.

JAMAICA SHUTTLE Spring Break 7 nights
Cincinnati from $507 each FREE ReggaeJAM
Spring Break information 24 hours daily.

FOR SALE

ALWAYS PROTECT YOURSELF! People
are Assaulted BRUTALLY for Money or
Worse! Don't Be a Victum of Muggings,
Rapists, or Robbers! Get a Catalog on Personal
Safety Devices. Very Cheap! Effective
INSTANT PROTECTION! Write & Send $1
to lceFire SECURITY 914 Grandview Ave.
Union NJ 07083 STOP Taking Your Safety for
Granted!
1986 Chevy Mark lII van with wheel chair lift.

$129! Cocoa Beach $149!
springbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386.

78k miles. $1995. Must sell. 426-0438.

ACTNOQW! LAST CHANCE TO

$1200. Must sell 426-0438.

RESERVE YOUR SPOT FOR SPRING
BREAK! GROUP DISCOUNTS FOR 64
CALL LEISURE TOURS FOR SOUTH
PADRE, CANCUN, JAMAICA, AND

FLORIDA. 1-800-838-8203 /

WWW.LEISURETOURS.COM.
JAMAICA SHUTTLE Spring Break 7 nights
Cincinnati from $499 each. FREE ReggaeJAM
Spring Break information 24 hours daily.
Operators 9-5. (800) 873-4423 reggae-

iiliiliiii

SERVICES

ABORTIONS TO 24 WEEKS
Private Medical Practice

Low Fees-Prompt Appointments

WOMEN'S MED CENTER 293-3917
www. gynpages.corn/medplus

Dignified Products Chauffeur 4 wheel scooter.

Showroom New: 1993 Subaru Impreza
Sportwagon. 90,000 safe original owner miles.
25 city/31 highway mpg. Man 5-spd
transmission. Power windows and door Jocks.
Air conditioning. 40 watt arn/fm stereo w/ 4
speakers. Hunter Green Metallic Paint. Asking
$6995 or best offer. Ph: 898-4880/ leave

message Or 890-7530 atier _pg

.

FOR RENT

{yr\:ae{of9[6)}
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FIREPLACE, WASHER/DRYER
FURNISHED, Ml CROWAVE,
DISHWASHER, AND MORE. CENTRAL
HEAT/AIR. NO APPLICATION FEE.
OFFICE 1396 CIMARRON. 320-1355.

Call 276-5400 (Dayton) or 426-4238
(Beavercreek) _for OnAssionate choices.

Roommate needed, 1416 off-campus Forest
Lane, I block away. $250/mo., $250 deposit
(payable to JED Investment). Share 2 bedroom
/ I 1/2 bath, balcony, cental air. 436-1417
Rick.
WANTED: FEMALE NON-SMOKER TO
SHARE 3 BEDROOM HOUSE. 2 CAR
GARAGE, FENCED YARD. MUST LIKE
DOGS. $375/MO. (INCLUDES UTILITIES)

256-6797 DIANNA

(2) I Bedroom Apts. on Burkhardt, newly
remodeled, off street parking, security lighting,
no pets, $300.00 month each+ utilities+

deposit. 299-3376.

2 Bedroom house on Wyoming, newly
remodeled, security lighting, detached garage,
no pets, $425.00 per month+ utilities+ deposit.

299-3376.

I Bedroom house on Wyoming, available 2/1/

(@

CAMPUS, 2-BEDROOM UNITS AND UP.

ABORTION ALTERNATIVES

1999-2000 YEAR, AN OF''ICIALLY DESIGN
MUST ATTEND ONE OF TWO INFORMAT
APPLICATION PROCESS AND TO OBTAIN

(9

BRICK HOME TO SHARE.
SUBDIVISION-NICE, QUAD LEVEL, 2 1/2
BATHS, 2 REFRIDGERATORS, LARGE
CLOSETS. COME. ENJOY. $165.00
INCLUDING UTILITIES APPROX. 5 MILES
TO WSU. CALL 233-4672 JOAN.

99, newly remodeled, security lighting, no pets,
$375.00 per month+ utilities+ deposit. 29933

Start your own fraternity! Zeta Beta Tau is
looking for men to start a new chapter. If you
are interested in academic success, a chance to
network and an opportunity to make friends in a
non-pledging brotherhood, e-mail:zbt@zbtna-

tional.of£ or call Mike Simon@3179334- 1 898,

VERSITY
'ATIONS

AL BUDGET FOR THE
REPRESENTATIV
YOUR ORGANIZATION
EETINGS TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE
HE NECESSARY APPLICATION FORMS.

STUDENT ORGANIZATION BUDGET COMMITTEE FUNDING INFO MEETINGS
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 20, 1999

2-3 PM
E163 STUDENT UNION

OR
THURSDAY, JANUARY 21, 1999

5-6 PM

E158A STUDENT UNION

QUESTIONS, CONCERNS, COMMENTS: STOP IN OR CALL THE
OFFICE OF STUDENT LIFE, W034 STUDENT UNION, X5570.
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JIJSJ fflE .OCCASIONAL FLING
Men deceive, women cheat, men forgive.
Yet they all
find time to sing ...

Dayton Opera
presents

Mozart's ambiguous
comedic opera
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Victoria Theatre Ticket Center
Sponsored by

The Jesse Philips Foundation and Mrs. Hampden W. Catterton
with additional support from Bank One and Crowne Plaza, Dayton
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Ladies Night

Best new music
& a mix of the dance classics
18 8 up for ladies only
with NO COVER CHARGE
& DRINK SPECIALS for
ladies 21 & up!
Men 21 & up only

Saturay
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